
Math 342 Problem set 3 (due 26/1/09)

The natural numbers
1. Using the division Theorem, prove that ifa,b are two non-zero integers then every common

multiple of a,b is divisible by the least common multiple[a,b].
Hint: The proof is similar to the second proof of Bezout’s Theorem, the one using division
with remainder.

Using Euclid’s Algorithm

DEFINITION. We say that two integersa,b arerelatively prime (or coprime) if (a,b) = 1.

2. (§3A.E9) For every integern show thatn andn+1 are relatively prime.

3. Find the gcd of 98 and 21 (list your intermediate steps).

4. Prove the following variant on Euclid’s Lemma: ifa ≥ b > 0 andr is the remainder when
dividing a by b then(a,b) = (r,b).

5. (§3A.E7) Improving Euclid’s algorithm with the idea of the previous problem, find the gcd of
21063 and 43137, listing your intermediate steps (you may want to use a calculator). How
many remainders did you calculate?

Using Bezout’s Theorem
6.

(a) Using Euclid’s Algorithm, find integersr,s such that 12r +17s = 1.
(b) Find integersm,n such that 12m+17n = 8.
(c) (§3C.E15) You take a 12-quart jug and a 17-quart jug to a stream. How would you bring

back exactly 8 quarts of water?

The efficiency of Euclid’s Algorithm

Let a > b > 0 be two integers, and let 0= r0 < r1 < r2 < · · ·< rT−1 be the remainders calculated
by the improved algorithm of problem 4 (starting witha,b), in reverse order. In other words,r0 = 0
is the remainder of the final, exact, division ofr2 by r1. r1 is the remainder when dividingr3 by
r2 and so on, all the way torT−1 which is the remainder of dividinga by b (which we denoterT ).
Note thatT is the number of divisions performed during the run.

Let {an}∞
n=0 be the Fibonacci sequence from Problem Set 2.

7. Prove by induction onn that, for 0≤ n ≤ T , we havean ≤ rn.
Hint: For the induction step, expressrn+1 usingrn, rn−1 and the quotient in the division, and
use the defining property of the Fibnoacci sequence.

8. The casen = T of what you just proved reads:aT ≤ b. In the previous problem set you

showed that forT ≥ 1, aT ≥ 1
3RT whereR = 1+

√
5

2 . Conclude that, when running the improved
algorithm on(a,b) one needs at mostC logb+D divisions, whereC,D are two constants. What
areC,D?
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Solving congruences
9. For eacha ∈ {0,1,2} find all x ∈ Z such thatx2 leaves remaindera when divided by 3.

Hint: first show that the remainder ofx2 only depends on that ofx, and then divide into cases
based on the latter remainder.
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